Dear Abhayans!

02/06/09

Hope you are all doing well by the grace of GOD…some of you may be thinking that why there were no
communications from ABHAYA for the last couple of weeks!...Some of you may have even felt relieved as
there was no issue for you to really respond!!
Abhaya Foundation

Most beloved ones! Having been committed for the god's work abhaya never and ever thought of having
a pause in its approach and activity. It always looked out for opportunities to lend its everything for the
benefit of those who are suffering.
Some times in the recent past abhaya family members and well-wishers were expressing their concern as
to why so much time and resources are being put in to these issues, causes and is it really necessary?
friends! let us all remember that what we are doing is negligible and insignificant when compared with the
Work and Mission of great and good people like Swami Vivekananda, Mother Theresa, Mahatma Gandhi,
Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai Baba…If they, at any point of time felt that what they are doing is not
necessary…then we could not have been even existed today in this great land of Bharath.
Abhaya's humble submission is that never feel that we are doing great work when we put in our
resources…
instead feel that we are offering we love for the common good…
there is community in it collectively…
come with unity…
community can be built in the country with love and life!
In fact for the last 4 weeks abhaya was engaged in creating PREMA BHANDHAM (Bonding with love) in
social relations in families! it may be sounding differently for you to understand!! But it is true that there
so much to do in every field around. Fortunately there was no money involved in these issues…but lot of
morals involved to rectify the errors and correct the typographical errors in life!!! almost half a dozen
families are in touch with abhaya to reprogramme their lives. May be next time when we meet we may
share the values we learned in the process for the benefit of all of us leading family life.

At present there is an urgent need for all of us to respond. Couple of days back, one of the
abhaya's kids Ms.Sushma studying III year Engineering at Mahaveer Institute of Science
and Technology, Hyderabad called and requested us to pay the amount of Rs.1500/which is due to her for assisting in abhaya's website work (hope we all remember this girl
in our last communication) may please be given to one of her class mate Mr.Nishanth
(MVRS Engg College). though we did not really understood why she was saying like this,
we enquired with her the back ground. She said that Nishanth’s college junior is being
admitted in Kamineni, Abids in critical condition.
Abhaya immediately took initiative to understand the situation with Nishanth and team during their visit to abhaya.
Motivated a lot with real time involvement, this team of youngsters shared the following story…for probable help.
Hope everyone of us would surely understand the responsibility of doing some help in the said regard.

an assurance for no fear

02/06/09
Hello sir...this is Nishanth Shouri...as u mentioned to my friends sir...here are the details...The Details are as follows:
Name: C.H.Ajay
Father's name: C.H.Yellappa
Native: Thirumalagiri Mandal, Nalgonda District
Reservation:BC-B
Eamcet rank:3047
Inter %: 87.2
SSC %: 73
Father's occupation: cloth & tailoring shop
Annual Income: Rs. 20,000
the incident occurred on 24th May 2009....he fell in the bathroom(in the Hostel@ Hyderabad) and hit the edge of a wall...there has been an internal blood
clot on the backside of his head..the blow has seriously affected his skull and veins....and he has been in a state of coma since then...the operation was
conducted on 25th may 2009 at Kamineni, Abids by Dr.Parthasaradhy...and he was on ventilator till 30th may 2009...yet another operation has been
conducted for respiration on 31st may 2009 and thereafter ventilator has been removed....the operation cost is about Rs. 1,00,000 and the amount that
is being paid till now is Rs.2,00,000/-...we have talked with the doctor sir and he has estimated the total expenses to be around 6 lakhs...
when we asked for the accurate amount, the doctor replied that until he stays in coma, he has to be given treatment and even after coming out of that
state,he has to be given treatment for another month...so the exact amount cannot be estimated...but we informed him about the back ground of this
boy and requested him to provide us the estimate for our further action...which i will give it to u tomorrow in the afternoon...
hope that u got all the details that u have asked for..and if any are still missing...we will inform u tomorrow...thank you sir for your consideration... i have
attached his photos..

abhaya’s appeal
Beloved companions of life…
Please feel from the heart for the suffering! Each and every one of us can do something very little, still when
these small offerings are pooled together can create a big bunch of beautiful flowers!! For the benefit of those
who are in need.

If we cannot love the
person whom we see,
how can we love god
whom we cannot see?

As creating pool, abhaya wish to keep an amount Rs.26,500/- (Rs.25,000/- from Abhaya's A/c and Rs1500/on a/c of Ms.Sushma) to help Mr.Ajay. you may please do what is best possible from your end in next one
weeks time so that we can arrange to pay the amount to Hospital Authorities. Abhaya can provide you the
receipts for your support so that you can claim exemption while you file your tax return under section 80G of
IT Act,1961.
LOVE & LIFE
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